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DATE07 Conference and Exhibition
By Rudy Lauwereins and Jan Madsen

The world’s premier event in electronic system

continents and almost fifty countries, DATE has truly

design

become an international conference. After a thorough

DATE combines the world’s favourite electronic

review and selection process, finally 208 papers were

systems design conference and Europe’s leading inter-

selected for presentation at the conference. In addition,

national exhibition for electronic design, automation

57 papers were selected for Interactive Presentations,

and test, from system level hardware and software

which highlight quality work in progress. Compared

implementation right down to integrated circuit design.

with previous years, submissions in design, test and

The DATE07 event features a technical program with

embedded software have grown significantly, showing

78 sessions covering the latest in system design and

a clear trend toward a holistic view and a compre-

embedded software, IC design methodologies and

hensive system design focus. This year, papers are

EDA tool developments, together with an exhibition

organized in 4 major areas:

with the leading EDA, silicon and IP providers showing
their new products and services. Challenges that
you all face or soon will face in your daily practice are

» D – Design Methods, Tools, Algorithms and
Languages

the increasing design complexity of highly integrated

» A – Application’s Design

systems, the introduction of reconfigurability and

» T – Test Methods, Tools and Innovative Experiences

embedded software, and the control of power, reliabi-

» E – Embedded Software

lity and variability in nanometer IC designs. All these

New this year and to emphasize that DATE is the major

issues will be addressed in this year’s DATE event.

event for the designers, DATE07 features two invited
sessions where Europe’s famous consumer industry
presents their best designs and design practices.
The DATE week opens on Monday April 16, 2006 at
the Acropolis, Nice, France, with the offer of pre-conference tutorials. This year the five full-day tutorials and
six half-day tutorials cover topics of great interest to
industrial designers including Software Defined Radio,
system level design and test, and packaging.
The main conference opens on Tuesday April 17, 2007
with two very interesting keynote speeches. Tohru
Furuyama, General Manager at Toshiba, will talk about
the challenges of digital consumer and mobile SoCs,
and Alan Naumann, CEO of CoWare, will challenge
Darwin’s law by questioning whether design evolution
stopped at RTL level. On the same day, the completely
revamped Executive Track offers a series of panels
with executives discussing their design needs: the fab-
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On Wednesday April 18, 2007 a special full-day track
is devoted to Ubiquitous Communication and Compu-
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tation. By embedding computing resources and comAbbildung 3.11: Get familiar with this view over the bay of Nice and
visit DATE07

municating seamlessly, we can hide the technology
and provide services that are natural for humans to
use. Connecting anything, anywhere all the time opens

At its tenth anniversary, DATE07 has again reached a

possibilities for numerous new services and solutions.

record number (933) of submissions, compared to pre-

The many options and opportunities set challenges for

vious years and compared to other EDA conferences

the design, interoperability and verification for these

worldwide. With submissions coming from all five

systems. The design process is one key success factor
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